
COSTA BLANCA MOUNTAINWALKERS - WALK DESCRIPTION
Guidance Notes for Completion of Walk Description Sheet

Walk description originally prepared by:- Fred Bloggs, CBMW, 12 May 2018

Last Updated Today's date

Title of Walk e.g. Miserat Summit

Location of Start (include name of nearest 
village/town at start of description)

e.g.Pego
Calle de thingy car park (Always use nearest town or 
village first and then either street name or road 
number and relevant km marker and/or indicator for 
parking)

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 15km

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 650m

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time to include any 
stops,diversions, drink and food stops etc.

4.5hrs walking
6hrs completion

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

S/A

Grid reference of start point (if known) Use decimalised Latitude and Longitude which can be 
obtained from a gps unit, mobile phone or mapping 
software on a PC (e.g.google maps)

Directions to start including road number 
and approx km marker (for inclusion in 
programme - no more than 50 words)

e.g. "From the roundabout on the CV530 at km 2 
where the road turns R towards Adsubia continue 
straight ahead over several crossroads, past a school 
and then turn right and park shortly afterwards in calle
de thingy - an area with a small park in the middle."

Always include road number and km marker where 
relevant.  Give sufficient detail for the uninitiated to 
find the start.

Short walk description (for inclusion in 
programme (not more than 50 words)

Full walk description enabling others to follow route

Definitions:-
Road is a surfaced carriageway suitable for vehicle use (even if some parts are in 
disrepair)
Track is unsurfaced but suitable for 4 wheeled vehicles (even if partly vegetated)
Path is unsurfaced, single track and only suitable for walkers (or possibly mountain 
bikers)
Use "turn R" or "turn L" and RHS and LHS as acceptable shorthand expressions.

Y/W - indicates yellow and white striped markers

Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far
Use total elapsed
moving time 
and total elapsed
distance to mark 
keypoints. 



COSTA BLANCA MOUNTAINWALKERS - WALK DESCRIPTION
G/W - indicates green and white striped markers

Add time and distance for each section described where known

Write as much as will be necessary for anybody to follow the walk without prior 
knowledge.

Text here please with each section time and distance in brackets after the descriptive 
text.

Cumulative times
and distances 
here please.

Walk Recommendations or restrictions Text on this side of the table please
e.g. only 10 parking places, best done in January, 
autumn, never.

Hard Copy of map showing route attached:- Y/N

Software copy of map showing route 
attached (if appropriate):-

Y/N

GPS file of route attached  (if appropriate) Y/N

Web link to GPS file (if appropriate) Y/N

Photos of walk attached Y/N

When completed can you please send the completed form to webmaster@walksinspain.org


